Evolution of neuronal signalling: transmitters and receptors.
Evolution is a dynamic process during which the genome should not be regarded as a static entity. Molecular and morphological information yield insights into the evolution of species and their phylogenetic relationships, and molecular information in particular provides information into the evolution of signalling processes. Many signalling systems have their origin in primitive, even unicellular, organisms. Through time, and as organismal complexity increased, certain molecules were employed as intercellular signal molecules. In the autonomic nervous system the basic unit of chemical transmission is a ligand and its cognate receptor. The general mechanisms underlying evolution of signal molecules and their cognate receptors have their basis in the alteration of the genome. In the past this has occurred in large-scale events, represented by two or more doublings of the whole genome, or large segments of the genome, early in the deuterostome lineage, after the emergence of urochordates and cephalochordates, and before the emergence of vertebrates. These duplications were followed by extensive remodelling involving subsequent small-scale changes, ranging from point mutations to exon duplication. Concurrent with these processes was multiple gene loss so that the modern genome contains roughly the same number of genes as in early deuterostomes despite the large-scale genomic duplications. In this review, the principles that underlie evolution that have led to large and small families of autonomic neurotransmitters and their receptors are discussed, with emphasis on G protein-coupled receptors.